■ every Wednesday, 11.10 AM in INF 3105
■ presentation and discussion of one paper
■ staff papers are voted on
■ subscribe to the mailing list (see website)
■ we usually have pizza, you can join
RULES?

- each student **picks a paper**
- **explore** the field of research by transitively following related work
- **present** the research topic in 75 minutes
- **write** an 8 page survey paper on the field of research
- pick your own topic and write a **paper** suitable for **workshop** submission
- these are the rules at Johns-Hopkins…
one **paper presentation** per student

- pick a paper related to systems research
  - suggestions on the website
- prepare a 15 minute (roughly) presentation
  - in English (this is not a language test)
  - show that you understood the paper
  - extra knowledge (related work) can help
  - prepare questions/issues for discussion
RULES!

for the papers not presented by you

- write a **paper summary**
  - explain what you took from the paper
  - ask questions about things you did not understand
  - mention things you liked or disliked
- send to Björn Döbel <doebel@tudos.org>
- until 23:59:59 the day before the talk